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The flnite-temperature Gaussian effective potential from a variational principle 

H. Haugerud and F. Ravndal 
Institute of Physics 
University of Oslo 

N-0S16 Oslo 3, Norway 

Writing the partition function for a scalar quantum field theory as a functional 
integral, it follows that the finite-temperature Gaussian effective potential is an 
upper limit to the free energy of the system. Explicit results are given for the 
anharmonic oscillator at finite temperature. 

A few years ago Stevenson1 introduced what he called the Gaussian effective potential 
for quantum systems. It is not directly related to the generating functional of the Green's 
functions as the ordinary effective potential is. Instead it is explicitly constructed to reveal 
the properties of the ground state of the system. In many cases it gives good qualitative 
results and in some cases also surprisingly good numerical agreement with known results. 

Recently Hajj and Stevenson", hereafter referred to as HS. generalized this effective po
tential to quantum systems at finite temperature. It then becomes an approximation to 
the free energy. This was shown using Hamiltonian methods based on real-time opera
tors as usually done in the standard formalism for this kind of problems. But today this 
non-covariant and cumbersome method is to a large extent replaced by finite temperature 
field theory formulated covariantly in terms of Feynman functional path integrals where 
the fields are periodic in imaginary time. The period is given by the temperature T as 
$ = 1/T in units where fi = c = frs = 1. In this formulation it is very easy to show that 
the finite-temperature Gaussian effective potential is just the approximate free energy in 
what is sometimes called the self-consistent harmonic approximation. 

The partion function is given by the functional integral 

= JDc -Slot 

where the Euclidean action 

•}[0\ = / 
Jo 

dr / ,/x l V o i " — C (O) (2) 

of a scalar field o(r .x) will serve for the purpose of thi.- demonstration. Now introducing 
the free action 

S„ [o] ("dr / d x f l l V o r ' - r ^ l o - o , , . - ] (3 ; 
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where <?o is a constant field, Feynman's variational principle3 gives the upper limit 

F<Fo + (U(o)-ltf{o-<?oj (4) 

to the free energy density F = —jylogZ where V = J dx. Here (• • •) is the expectation 
value 

{A{4>)) = ^- (DoA(o)e-s°W 
z 0 J (5) 

with respect to the free action (3) and Zo = exp(-3VFo) is the corresponding partition 
function. The right-hand side of Eq.(4) is a function \'c(<?o-Q)- When it is minimized 
with respect to Q. the resulting function 

FG[Oo) = F0 + {U{o)-\tf(e-oa)2) (6) 

is the finite-temperature Gaussian effective potential. 

We will now show this for the ©4 - interaction used by Hajj and Stevenson 2. The potential 
L'{<i>) is then 

r-, , l ' - X 4 
2 4 (") 

where we have included a massterm. In order to calculate the expectation value in (6! 
it is convenient to shift the integration variable in (5) by OQ. This will then replace 
{i'{d) - j f ! 2 ( o - Oo)") with (U{<p + do) - \Cl:o-)o where the expectation value (• • -) 0 will 
be as in 1.5) but now with Oo = 0 in the action 5ojc]. Since (o 4)o = 3(o 2)o we then have 

XblOo.fil = Fo + \-2ol -r j o 4 + ! I . - ' - ip.- + hci)(cr)a - 1\[SYU ,S . 

The minimal value of thie- as function of 11 is obtained for 

SI'2 = - / ; -r 3.\o,- -fo.\(o-) u 

where we have usrd rhe important relation 
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corresponding to Eq.(3.15) in HS. Here it follows directly from the functional integral for 
the free partition function Zo- Using the optimal value (9) in (8) we get 

FG(M = fo - §A<<»3>o + \Sol + ^ot (11) 

which is exactly the Gaussian effective potential given by Eq.(2.9) in HS. The vacuum 
energy density is the minimum of this function of do at zero temperature. 

We will now as an illustration consider this field theory in zero spatial dimensions, i.e. the 
anharmonic oscillator. The free energy of the harmonic oscillator with frequency Q is 

1 30 

Fo = -log(2smh — ) (12) 

From Eq.(lO) we then find for the fluctuation 

(°-)o = ^coth('-j-) (13) 

The effective potential will be symmetric in Oo so wr can set do = 0 in (9). It then reduces 
to the implicit equation 

, 3A , 39. 
0- = „ - + —«,//,( — ) (14) 

for the variational parameter 0. It is to be used in Eq.(l l) which now takes the form 

1 , . , 30. 3A , , i.Q 
Fa = -jlog(2.*tnh — ) - j^Pp coth'( — ) (15) 

and is the Gaussian approximation to the free energy of the anhaniionic oscillator. 

The internal energy follows from the thermodynamic relation I' = fp\ iT i . In taking this 
derivative one must remember that Q is now an implicit function of ."* via Eq.'14 i. We 
then find for the internal energy in the same approximation 

, 30 
I c = cot In — i 

0 3A , .rø l 
-cot h{ — i (10) 
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In the zero temperature limit 3 — re thi.- becomes the ground sta'e en.-rgy £i,• = T - rprh 

where ftJ = _•- -f ^ from (14). The special anharmouic oscillator with _• = 0. i.e. 
with Hamiltonian H = ^ p : — ••Ip. .-hoiild therefore have a ground -!;:t> ru. i.;; --lo-i- to 



Eo = ^ ( ^ A ) 1 / 3 . This result tunis out to be accurate to within a few percent in a wide 
range of A - values and was obtained by Chang 4 in the Hartree approximation. 

At finite temperature we solve Eq.(14) for il numerically. Using the result in (16) we 
find the internal energy as function of inverse temperature 3 = 1/T when A = 1 shown 
in FigJ . The fully drawn curve is the exact result obtained from the partition function 
Z = }2 eTp[— 0E,) by numerical evaluation of the eigenvalues E, of the Hamiltonian of 
the armarmonic oscillator with ui ^ 0. In this plot we see no discrepancy between the 
exact results and the values obtained in the Gaussian approximation. However, in Fig.2 
which is a more accurate plot for fixed temperature 3 = 1 and different values of A, we see 
that the approximate results are systematically too small by i. few percent for this value of 
3. A similar trend is also found at other temperatures. But still one must conclude that 
this very simple Gaussian approximation gives surpringly accurate results even at finite 
temperatures as also observed by Hajj and Stevenson2. 

We have seen that the Gaussian effective potential follows directly from Feynman's original 
variational principle in the self-consistent harmonic approximation. More recently Feyn-
man and Kleinert 5 have derived a more accurate version of this approximation method. It 
will be of interest to see how it can be used to investigate the properties of quantum field 
theories at finite temperatures. 
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Figure capt ions 

Internal energy of the anh;tr:noni<- oscillator as function of invi-rw temperature -i = i / T 
when the coupling constant A = 1. Unit? alone: the axis correspond to takum _' = 1. The 
fully drawn curve is the exact result and the points tire the results from the Gaussian 
approximation. 

Internal energy of the anharmonic osciiiator at inverse temperature -i = 1 as function of 
the coupling constant A. Units along the axis correspond to takinc _• = 1. The fully drawn 
curve is the exact result and the points are the results from the Gau.-.-ian approximation. 
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